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QUESTION 1

The following SAS program is submitted: 

proc sql; 

select * 

from dictionary.tables; 

quit; 

Which one of the following is reported? 

A. metadata on all tables in all libraries 

B. metadata on all tables in the WORK library only 

C. metadata on all tables in the SASUSER library only 

D. metadata on all tables in the DICTIONARY library only 

Correct Answer: A  

 

QUESTION 2

Which one of the following automatic SAS macro variables contains the return code from a previously executed step? 

A. andRC 

B. andERR 

C. andSYSRC 

D. andSYSERR 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

The following SAS program is submitted: 

%let lib = %upcase(sasuser); 

proc sql; 

select nvar 

from dictionary.tables 

where libname = "andlib"; 



quit; 

Given that several SAS data sets exist in the SASUSER library, which one of the following is generated as output? 

A. no result set 

B. a syntax error in the log 

C. a report showing the names of each table in SASUSER 

D. a report showing the number of columns in each table in SASUSER 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Which one of the following is the purpose of the REUSE= YES option in a compressed SAS data set? 

A. It temporarily compresses observations in a SAS data set. 

B. It allows users to update the same SAS data set concurrently. 

C. It allows new observations to be inserted wherever enough free space exists. 

D. It specifies that a new empty data set with a given name replaces an existing data set with the same name. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Given the following SAS data set ONE: 

ONE JOB LEVEL SALARY ACC 2 300 SEC 1 100 SEC 2 200 MGR 3 700 ACC 1 . ACC 3 . MGR 2 400 

The following SAS data set TWO is created: 

TWO JOB LEVEL BONUS 

ACC 2 30 MGR 3 70 MGR 2 40 

Which one of the following SAS programs creates data set TWO? 

A. proc sql; create table two as select job, level, salary * 0.1 as bonus from one where bonus > 20; quit; 

B. proc sql; create table two as select job, level, salary * 0.1 as bonus from one where salary > 20; quit; 

C. proc sql; create table two as select job, level, salary * 0.1 as bonus from one where calculated salary * 0.1 > 20; quit; 

D. proc sql;D.proc sql; create table two as select job, level, salary * 0.1 as bonus from one where calculated bonus > 20;



quit; 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 6

The SAS data set ONE consists of five million observations and has 25 variables. Which one of the following SAS
programs successfully creates three new variables TOTREV, TOTCOST, and PROFIT and requires the least CPU time
to be processed? 

A. data two; set one; totrev = sum(price * quantity); totcost = sum(fixed,variable); profit = sum(totrev,otcost); if totrev >
1000; run; 

B. data two; set one; totrev = sum(price * quantity); if totrev > 1000; totcost = sum(fixed,variable); profit =
sum(totrev,otcost); run; 

C. data two; set one; totrev = sum(price * quantity); where totrev > 1000; totcost = sum(fixed,variable); profit =
sum(totrev,otcost); run; 

D. data two; set one; where totrev > 1000; totrev = sum(price * quantity); totcost = sum(fixed,variable); profit =
sum(totrev,otcost); run; 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

Given the following SAS data sets ONE and TWO: 

ONE TWO YEAR QTR BUDGET YEAR QTR SALES ------------------------------- -------------------------------- 2001 3 500 2001
4 300 2001 4 400 2002 1 600 2002 1 700 

The following SAS program is submitted: 

proc sql; 

select one.*, sales 

from one, two; 

quit; 

Which one of the following reports is generated? 

A. YEAR QTR BUDGET SALES 

2001 4 400 300 

2002 1 700 600 

B. YEAR QTR BUDGET SALES 



2001 3 500 . 

2001 4 400 300 

2002 1 700 600 

C. YEAR QTR BUDGET SALES 

2001 3 500 300 

2001 4 400 300 

2002 1 700 600 

D. YEAR QTR BUDGET SALES 

2001 3 500 300 

2001 4 400 300 

2002 1 700 300 

2001 3 500 600 

2001 4 400 600 

2002 1 700 600 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 8

The following SAS FORMAT procedure is submitted: 

proc format lib = sasuser; 

value tempc low 

0 

5 

10 

15 high = \\'HOT\\'; 

run; 

How is the value 10 displayed when the format TEMPC is applied? 

A. 10 

B. MILD 



C. WARM 

D. BELOW FREEZING 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 9

The following SAS program is submitted: 

%let first = yourname; 

%let last = first; 

%put andandandlast; 

Which one of the following is the result in the log of the %PUT statement? 

A. first 

B. andfirst 

C. yourname 

D. andyourname 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 10

Which one of the following SAS SORT procedure options eliminates identical consecutive observations? 

A. NODUP 

B. UNIQUE 

C. DISTINCT 

D. NODUPKEY 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

Which one of the following SAS programs uses the most amount of memory resources for output buffers? 

A. data new(bufsize = 1000 bufno = 5); set temp; run; 



B. data new(bufsize = 1000 bufno = 2); set temp; run; 

C. data new(bufsize = 2000 bufno = 3); set temp; run; 

D. data new(bufsize = 4000 bufno = 1); set temp; run; 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 12

The following SAS program is submitted: 

%macro test(var); 

proc print data = sasuser.class; 

where age > andvar; 

run; 

%mend; 

Which type of parameter is the macro variable VAR? 

A. default 

B. keyword 

C. positional 

D. command 

Correct Answer: C 
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